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ABSTRACT

Background It is believed that declines in smoking prevalence naturally slow over time as the smoking population ‘hardens’ and that progress has come primarily from reducing uptake rather than increasing cessation. To address these issues, we undertook the first formal attempt to model the trajectory of smoking prevalence and indices of uptake and cessation in Great Britain from 1973 to 2016.


Results For all three outcomes, changes over time were best fitted by what may be broadly characterised as ‘S’-shaped curves: segmented functions characterised by initial rapid progress, a slowing or reversal, then renewed progress. Smoking prevalence in Great Britain showed a decelerating decline over time between 1973 and 2000, but then, after the introduction of the National ‘Smoking Kills’ tobacco control plan, the decline accelerated again and has remained nearly linear at −0.67 percentage points per year. Ever-smoking showed a decelerating decline which eventually ceased and began increasing around 1994 but then declined again after 2000. Quit ratios rose rapidly then slowed and then accelerated around 2000 and again more recently in 2013.

Conclusion Long-term trends in smoking prevalence, uptake and cessation have followed a broadly ‘S’-shaped trend suggesting that they are responsive to major tobacco control initiatives. The decline in prevalence has resulted both from reductions in uptake and increases in cessation.

Why read on?

Implementation of comprehensive tobacco control plans appear to bear fruit in Great Britain even as smoking prevalence reaches historic lows by both preventing young people from taking up smoking and increasing quitting.

INTRODUCTION

Cigarette smoking is one of the leading preventable causes of early death and disability worldwide.1 The prevalence of cigarette smoking in Great Britain has fallen considerably from its peak in the early 1970s2 but the decline has not been linear and there is debate about how far it has resulted from reductions in smoking initiation versus increases in cessation. This paper reports the first formal analysis of the shape of the smoking prevalence curve over time in Great Britain and corresponding changes in smoking initiation and smoking cessation. Such modelling is important for informing future tobacco control policies internationally.

An issue of enduring contention is whether in countries at latter stages of the smoking epidemic, such as the UK and the US, the decline in smoking prevalence naturally slows as the remaining smoking population ‘hardens’.3 ‘Hardening’ is the idea that decreases in prevalence result in a greater proportion of remaining smokers having lower motivation to quit and/or greater dependence. This ‘hardening hypothesis’ is relevant to the debate about how far innovation in tobacco control is required to move to the ‘endgame’,4 where only a tiny minority of people smoke. If it does become increasingly difficult to reduce smoking prevalence, it may motivate more stringent policies to prevent smoking or possibly a move towards ‘harm reduction’ where smokers who cannot quit have access to reduced harm products that substitute for cigarettes.5 6 Although evidence to date provides little support for this hypothesis at the individual level, this paper will be among the first to assess the hardening hypothesis at a population level in Great Britain.3

A second contentious issue is whether declines in smoking prevalence have been primarily driven by lower initiation of smoking (that can be indexed by the ever-smoking prevalence in young adults) rather
than increases in quitting (that can be indexed by the quit ratio, the proportion of ever-smokers who no longer smoke). If, as some authorities claim, the only successes to date have been in preventing uptake, it calls into question the considerable investment that has been made in promoting and supporting cessation.

A further contentious issue that has arisen more recently is whether the increase in prevalence of e-cigarette use in countries such as the UK and the US may be renormalising smoking and preventing declines in smoking prevalence that might otherwise have occurred. Conversely, e-cigarette use may be accelerating the decline in smoking prevalence because of smokers switching to these products. If e-cigarettes are promoting smoking cessation, this is important in terms of national and international policies regarding regulation of e-cigarettes.

These issues can be addressed by formally modelling the shape of three population parameters over time: smoking prevalence, ever-smoking prevalence in young adults and the quit ratio. Great Britain (England, Wales and Scotland) has been collecting high-quality survey data on these variables since the early 1970s, and graphs plotting trends over time are published annually. What has not been done is to model the shape of the functions relating these variables to time.

The shape of these functions may also reveal the influence of major shifts in tobacco control policy. The first comprehensive tobacco control plan for Great Britain was published in 1998 and represented a sea change in governmental approaches to tobacco control. It set the scene for a range of policies that have been enacted in subsequent years including bans on tobacco marketing, mass media campaigns, a ban on smoking in indoor public areas, introduction of graphic health warnings on packs, increases in the legal age of sale, rises in taxation and the widespread provision of free smoking cessation support. If there were a change in the trend before and after the late 1990s, this would be suggestive of a population impact of this policy shift.

Thus, we modelled trends in the prevalence of cigarette smoking, ever-smoking in young people and quit ratios using annual data collected between 1973 and 2016 from the General Household Survey (GHS)/General Lifestyle Survey (GLF), the Annual Population Survey (APS) and the Integrated Household Survey (IHS). These surveys cover the population of Great Britain (England, Wales and Scotland). If substantial changes in the trajectory of these indicators have occurred over time, then a non-linear or segmented regression model should provide a better fit to the data than a linear regression model. The focus here is on cigarette smoking rather than other forms of tobacco use. Although some people who do not smoke cigarettes use tobacco in another form, this is rare in Great Britain.

This study addressed the following question:

What functions best characterise the trends in smoking prevalence, uptake (indexed by ever-smoking in young adults) and cessation (indexed by quit ratios) from 1973 to 2016 in Great Britain?

### METHODS

#### Design

Individual-level data were aggregated to produce annual population-level estimates from three sources:

- **GLF** formerly known as the **GHS 1973–2008 (annual n ~ 18 000)**
  - The GHS/GLF was a multipurpose continuous national survey of people living in private households in Great Britain conducted by the Office for National Statistics (ONS). The survey started in 1971 and was carried out annually, except for breaks in 1997/1998 and 1999/2000. Questions about smoking behaviour have been asked of GHS respondents aged 16 and over since 1973. Between 1974 and 2000, smoking questions were asked in alternate years. Weighting to compensate for non-response was introduced in 2000.

- **IHS 2009–2014 (annual n ~300 000)**
  - The IHS, which reported between 2009 and 2014, was a composite survey of adults aged 18+ combining questions asked on a number of social surveys conducted by the ONS to produce a data set of ‘core’ variables. The largest component was the APS. The IHS used a multistage population weighting procedure which accounts for probability of selection and adjusts for non-response.

- **APS 2015–2016 (annual n ~260 000)**
  - The APS, initiated in 2004, combines results from five different household surveys in Great Britain: the Labour Force Survey (waves 1 and 5); the English Local Labour Force Survey, the Welsh Labour Force Survey and the Scottish Labour Force Survey. Weighting is used to make the combined samples representative of the population of adults aged 16+. Smoking questions are only asked of those aged 18+.

In order to ensure that the data were comparable across the surveys, estimates from the GHS were restricted to those aged 18+.

These surveys are seen as the ‘gold’ standards for prevalence statistics in England. They produce population-level statistics in line with other surveys and use sampling methodologies to ensure representativeness.

#### Measures

The smoking outcomes were derived from three questions with yes/no responses: 1. ‘Have you ever smoked a cigarette, a cigar, or a pipe?’; 2. ‘Do you smoke cigarettes at all nowadays?’ and 3. ‘Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly?’

**Smoking prevalence**: the proportion of respondents answering ‘yes’ to questions 1 and 2.

**Ever-smoking prevalence in young adults**: the proportion of respondents aged 18–24 years answering ‘yes’ to question 1 and also answering ‘yes’ to question 2 or question 3. After 2010, responses to question 3 were unavailable and ever-smoking prevalence was imputed on the following basis: the proportion of respondents answering ‘yes’ to question 1 minus a correction estimate. The correction was the mean difference between ever-smoking prevalence from the GHS and the proportion answering ‘yes’ to question 1 from IHS during the 2 years both surveys were conducted (2009 and 2010). Smoking uptake after the age of 24 is extremely rare in the UK so ever-smoking up to that point should capture almost all uptake. While the ever-smoking rate in young adults in a given year does not provide a direct measure of uptake in that year, changes in this figure year on year provide a population-level indication of changes in uptake.

**Quit ratio**: the ratio of ex-regular smoking prevalence (the proportion answering ‘no’ to question 2 and ‘yes’ to questions 1 and 3) to ever-smoking prevalence. Ex-regular smoking prevalence was also imputed after 2010 to account for the absence of responses to question 3 by the proportion answering ‘no’ to question 2 and ‘yes’ to question 1 minus a correction estimate. The correction was the mean difference between ex-regular smoking prevalence from the GHS and the proportion answering ‘no’ to question 2 and ‘yes’ from IHS during the 2 years both surveys
were conducted (2009 and 2010). Quit ratios do not provide a direct estimate of the quitting rates in a given year but changes in quit ratios provide a population-level index of year-on-year changes in quitting rates.

Analysis
The analysis plan was preregistered on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/8sgsk7/). Data were analysed in R V.3.4.0. STrengthening the Reporting of OBservational studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines were followed throughout.

Unsegmented regression
First, time was regressed onto cigarette smoking prevalence, ever-smoking prevalence and quit ratios in a simple linear regression model. Next, several additional models were assessed: (1) polynomial regression with terms up to an order of 3 (ie, quadratic trend and cubic trend model); (2) power regression (log–log model or power trend model); (3) exponential regression (log-level model or exponential trend model) and (4) logarithmic regression (log-level model or logarithmic trend model). Other functions were excluded a priori, for example quartic and quintic polynomial regressions, as they were not believed to reflect plausible underlying trends in prevalence indicators and could lead to overfitting.

The presence of autoregressive-1 autocorrelation [AR(1)] was assessed with the Durbin-Watson test and AR(2) and moving average −1 and −2 [MA(1) and MA(2)] autocorrelation with the autocorrelation function (ACF) and the partial ACF. Higher order AR and MA terms were excluded a priori as they were not believed to be plausible. AR(1) is the most common type of autocorrelation. The Durbin-Watson statistic indicated that AR(1) autocorrelation was present for nearly all of the models that is, observed values at time t influenced observed values in the subsequent time period (t+1) and values observed during that period affected the next period (t+2) and so on (see online supplementary table 1). Where autocorrelation was present, the analysis was repeated using generalised least squares.

Segmented regression
The above analyses were then repeated with segmented regression models. These allow relationships that are segmented linear, namely represented by at least two lines connected at ‘breakpoints’. Breakpoints were determined using an iterative procedure, whereby models with different numbers of breaks and positions of breakpoints (up to a maximum of two to prevent overfitting and to be synonymous with the polynomial models) were compared using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The adjusted R² and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) were used as secondary indices. In general, the smaller the AIC and BIC, and larger the adjusted R², the better the model fit.

Model selection
To identify the best overall models, all the resulting regression models were compared using the AIC as the primary measure of fit, and the adjusted R² and BIC as secondary measures of fit (see online supplementary table 2). A prerequisite in using the AIC and BIC to compare models is that the dependent variable is on the same scale; thus, to ensure equivalence for the exponential trend and power trend models, a correction was applied to the AIC and BIC. This involves adding the Jacobian of the log transformation that is, \( 2\sum \log(y_i) \) where \( y \) is the outcome variable of interest. The criteria for selecting the best fitting model was either the model with the lowest AIC, or the simplest model if it was within two units of the model with the lowest AIC score.

Primary interpretation of the results are based on the best fitting model (see table 1). For each outcome, the parameters relating to the linear and both the best fitting unsegmented and segmented models are reported and additionally compared with evidence ratios (ERs, see online supplementary table 4). ERs were calculated as \( 1/(\exp(-1/2\Delta)) \) with \( \Delta \) the difference in AIC. ERs were also provided to compare the best fitting and simple linear models. Model fit indices for all the models are shown in online supplementary table 2 (page 2 of supplementary materials) and shown graphically in online supplementary figures 1-4 (pages 6–9 of supplementary materials). Online supplementary table 3 (page 3 of supplementary materials) provides an overview of the interpretation of the coefficients from the assessed models. Orthogonal polynomials were used for model selection as they are uncorrelated but raw polynomials were reported for the final models.

Amendments to preregistered analysis plan
In the preregistered analysis, we planned to stratify the analyses by gender, age and socioeconomic status; however, it was clear during the analysis that small sample sizes among some subgroups were creating too much noise for accurate function estimation. Second, data become available for 2016 before the analysis was completed and so this was included to increase relevance. Third, ever-smoking prevalence was originally estimated for all adults but on advice from an expert colleague, we restricted it to 18–24 year olds so that it better reflected recent uptake of tobacco which is usually established by the mid-20s in Great Britain. Fourth, ex-smoking prevalence mixes ever-smoking and quitting and is reported only in supplementary tables. Finally, we planned to undertake a

---

**Table 1** Parameters for the best fitting segmented regression models of smoking prevalence, ever-smoking prevalence in young adults and quit ratios in Great Britain between 1973 and 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smoking prevalence</th>
<th>Ever-smoking prevalence in young adults</th>
<th>Quit ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>47.548</td>
<td>45.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>−1.456</td>
<td>−1.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time² 0 to BP1</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time² BP1 to BP2</td>
<td>−0.191</td>
<td>−0.345</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time³ BP2 to BP3</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Smoking prevalence, quadratic model with two breakpoints in 2000 (year 27) and 2001 (year 28); ever-smoking prevalence in young adults, quadratic model with two breakpoints in 1994 (year 21) and 2002 (year 29); quit ratio, quadratic model with two breakpoints in 1996 (year 23) and 2013 (year 40).
simple correlation between year and change in smoking prevalence from the previous year. This would give a broad indication as to whether the change had decreased year on year. This analysis was undertaken but given the non-linear nature of the prevalence change (see below), the results are not presented in the main paper (see online supplementary table 5).

Confounding by the use of different surveys
Two years of overlapping data collection were available for the IHS and GLF in 2009 and 2010. These suggested that the surveys produced relatively similar prevalence statistics (eg, smoking prevalence IHS 2009 21.5% and 2010 21.0%), A sensitivity analysis was run with a dummy variable coded 1 each time data from a new survey was used and 0 all other times. This did not find a significant association between survey use and prevalence of smoking (B= −0.283, 95% CI, −21.812 to 3.246, p=0.141), ever-smoking prevalence in young adults (B=−11.439, 95% CI, −23.645 to 0.767, p=0.065) or quit ratios (B=9.359, 95% CI, −3.535 to 22.252, p=0.148). If the survey changes in survey use had an impact on the measurement of the variables of interest, we would also have expected breakpoints to be identified during the years in which the changes occurred.

Data sharing
Data are available on the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/qpxg3/).

Patient involvement
No patients were involved in setting the research question or the outcome measures, nor were they involved in developing plans for recruitment, design or implementation of the study. No patients were asked to advise on interpretation or writing up of results. There are no plans to disseminate the results of the research directly to study participants or any specific patient community.

RESULTS
The data points in figures 1–3 are the raw time-series data from 1973 to 2016. Prevalence declined from 47.9% (95% CI, 47.3% to 48.5%) in 1973 to 15.8% (95% CI, 15.6% to 16.0%) in 2016; ever-smoking prevalence in young adults decreased from 58.5% (95% CI, 57.9% to 59.1%) to 26.3% (95% CI, 26.1% to 26.5%) and the quit ratio increased from 25.7% (95% CI, 25.1% to 26.3%) to 62.3% (95% CI, 62.1% to 62.5%).

Below is a summary of the results aiming to identify the shape that best characterises the trends in smoking prevalence, uptake (indexed by ever-smoking) and cessation (indexed by quit ratios).

Smoking prevalence
The best fitting unsegmented regression model was the cubic trend model (figure 1 and online supplementary table 4), while the best fitting model overall was a segmented quadratic trend model with two breakpoints (figure 1 and table 1). This segmented model indicated that from 1973 until to 2000, there was a decelerating decline in smoking prevalence in Great Britain which averaged out at −0.75 percentage points per year over this period with little or no decline at the end. For the next 2 years, there was an accelerating decline in prevalence. After this, prevalence declined in an almost linear manner averaging out at −0.67 percentage point per year from 2001 to 2016.

Ever-smoking prevalence in young adults
The best fitting unsegmented regression model was the cubic trend model (figure 2 and online supplementary table 4), while the best fitting model overall was a segmented quadratic trend model with two breakpoints (figure 2 and table 1). This segmented model showed a declining quadratic trend in ever-smoking in young adults between 1973 and 1994 so that by the end of the period, it was starting to rise. The rise continued and then reversed around 2000 resulting in a downwardly accelerating quadratic trend to 2002. Since then the decline was nearly linear averaging out at −1.09 percentage points each year.
Smoking

Quit ratios
The best fitting standard regression model was the cubic trend model (Figure 3 and online supplementary table 4) and best fitting model overall was a segmented quadratic trend model with two breakpoints (Figure 3 and Table 1). This segmented model showed there was a decelerating increase in quit ratios as part of a quadratic trend between 1973 and 1996, averaging out at 0.93 percentage points per year over the period. This was followed by a slower but accelerating increase from 1996 and 2013 averaging out at 0.42 percentage points over the period. Then, since 2013, there was a sharp rise in quit ratio averaging out at 2.40 percentage points per year.

Figure 2 Raw and fitted ever-smoking prevalence in young adults from the (a) linear and best fitting (b) non-segmented and (c) segmented regression models. Red line, regression line; black dots, observed data; shaded grey areas, CIs of regression lines; 2BP, two break points.

Figure 3 Raw and fitted quit ratios from the (a) linear and best fitting (b) unsegmented and (c) segmented regression models. Red line, regression line; black dots, observed data; shaded grey areas, CIs of regression lines; 2BP, two break points.

DISCUSSION
Principal findings
Trends in smoking prevalence, uptake and cessation in Great Britain between 1973 and 2016 followed broadly ‘S’-shaped curves. The decline in smoking prevalence in Great Britain followed a decelerating quadratic decline over time from 1973 until 2000. For the following 2-year period, there was an accelerating decline in prevalence. After this, prevalence declined at a nearly linear rate. Ever-smoking in young adults showed a similar pattern of a slowing decline with even evidence for an increase in the latter part of 1990s before showing a nearly linear decline during the first part of the 21st century. Quit ratios...
showed a decelerating increase and then a period of accelerating increase followed in 2013 by a rapid acceleration.

Limitations
There are several limitations to the current analysis. First, data were only available annually or once every 2 years and more nuanced trends may have been missed. After 2010, the question ‘Have you ever smoked cigarettes regularly?’ was unavailable, which meant that ever-smoking prevalence and quit ratios could not be derived using the same method across the whole time series. However, before its removal, two national surveys ran in parallel—one with and one without the additional question—which allowed an estimate of the difference produced by the two methods and for the figures after 2010 to be inferred. Second, although the finding of a change in trend pre-2000 and post-2000 is indicative of an impact of the change in tobacco control policies, there is a need to assess this directly using time-series analysis in order to draw firmer conclusion.23 Third, weighting was only introduced into the methodology in 2000, with unweighted data available for the GHS before this time. However, the effect of this weighting on smoking data has been shown to be small, as weighting reduces the contribution to the overall figure of those aged 60 and over, among whom prevalence is relatively low.28 Fourth, we modelled trends in absolute changes of current and ever-smoking prevalence. Linear declines in absolute prevalence figures correspond with increasing relative declines in those measures, which may be obscured by the present analyses. Finally, the identification of breakpoints in segmented models is subject to a degree of uncertainty. However, the fit of all models was very high and the segmented models fit better than the unsegmented models, even taking account of the increased numbers of parameters.

Conclusion and policy implications
The data clearly conflict with the view that countries at a later stage of the tobacco epidemic necessarily experience slower declines in prevalence as the smoking population ‘hardens’.3 Instead, prevalence appears responsive to major tobacco control initiatives. The 1990s saw a period of stagnation in decline in smoking prevalence and smoking uptake even began to rise. But from around 2000 onwards, when the sea change in tobacco control activity occurred in Great Britain, progress in reducing smoking prevalence was reinitiated.16 29 30 The acceleration of control activity occurred in Great Britain, progress in reducing smoking prevalence and smoking uptake even began to rise. But instead, prevalence appears responsive to major tobacco control initiatives. The prevalence of e-cigarette use, after adjusting for a wide range of potentially confounding factors including policy initiatives, increased numbers of parameters.

The current results show that a reduction in uptake and an increase in cessation have both contributed to the decline of smoking prevalence in Great Britain, and conflicts with the view that declines have been largely driven by reductions in uptake of smoking rather than increases in quitting.8 In this respect, Great Britain appears similar to the USA, which also achieved substantial declines in prevalence between 1990 and 2014 by improvements in quitting.32 Analyses indicating that there has been little or no progress in quitting in Great Britain have focused on quit rates as a proportion of the adult population rather than as a proportion of ever-smokers.7 This fails to take account of the fact that someone who has never smoked cannot become an ex-smoker.

In conclusion, long-term trends in smoking prevalence in Great Britain broadly follow an ‘S’-shaped curve. They do not support the view that the decline necessarily slows or that smokers necessarily become resistant quitting, but rather suggests that it is responsive to major tobacco control initiatives. The prevalence decline resulted from both a reduction in uptake and an increase in cessation.
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